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MAKEOVER SOLUTIONS
Time For A Building Makeover?

We understand that it’s not always feasible or practical to build
a new facility when your existing building begins to show its age
or isn’t as efficient as you’d like it to be. However, as a business
owner you know that it is practical to maintain your structure for a
number of reasons.

Before
After

•

Increased building value

•

Improved employee productivity and morale

•

Increased curb appeal

•

Lower utility costs

•

Lower building maintenance costs

•

Improved or expanded operational space

•

Reduced carbon footprint

Perhaps it’s time for a Building Makeover? Whether you need
to repair an old roof or you’d like a new building appearance to
inspire your customers and employees, VP Buildings offers a variety
of solutions to fit your budget. We can work our magic on a wide
variety of buildings ranging from a storage building to a school,
retail store, airport hangar or large distribution center.  It’s as easy
as making one phone call to VP. Our team of experts will:
•

Put you in touch with a local VP Makeover Specialist

•

Schedule a one hour interview to evaluate your building
needs

•

Offer the optimal solutions, and

•

Work with you to establish a budget and time table

Consider a Building Makeover by Varco Pruden at a fraction of
the cost of a new building!
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Who Do You Trust?

Varco Pruden is a pioneer in steel building design having
provided tens of thousands of buildings to satisfied customers over
many decades. Varco Pruden continues to lead the industry offering
advanced technology solutions for building retrofits, upgrades
or expansions. The VP team consists of a nationwide network
of the highest quality contractors experienced in all aspects of
building construction including knowledge of local codes and green
sustainable building design. The team includes friendly professionals
to assist you including structural engineers licensed in all states.
Get a new building without buying one. Let us show you how.
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THE VARCO PRUDEN ADVANTAGE

If you would like to make your
building more energy efficient,
more aesthetically pleasing
and reduce annual maintenance
costs, contact us at

www.buildingmakeover.com
Get a new building
without buying one.
Let us show you how.

Building enhancements
STRUCTURAL
EVALUATION
• Determine what it
takes for your facility
to meet current
business needs
• Help set budget and
priorities to complete
your project

DAY LIGHTING
• High-tech prismatic
skylights provide
excellent interior
lighting
• Reduce energy costs
by eliminating the
need for interior
lights

AESTHETICS
• Add building value
and curb appeal with
modern architectural
improvements
• Eliminate leaks and
improve energy
efficiency with roof
system retrofit

BUILDING EXPANSIONS

WALL RETROFITS

• Give your business
room to grow by adding
and re-organizing
existing facilities

• Improve appearance
and efficiency with
new metal wall
systems

• Improve business
efficiency by optimizing
work space

• Lower maintenance
and reduce
life-cycle costs

ADD VALUE TO YOUR BUSINESS
BUILDING DIAGNOSTICS
• Our experts will help
identify problem
areas and recommend
solutions

THERMAL IMAGING /
ENERGY ANALYSIS
• Quantify energy loss
caused by moisture
infiltration

• State of the art
technology to assure
accurate evaluations

• Target problem
areas for costeffective repair

ROOF RETROFITS

GREEN SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTS

• Lower maintenence
and reduced energy
costs
• Create weathertight
barrier without
removing existing roof

• Utilize steel that
lasts longer and can
be 100% recycled
• Increase building
envelope efficiency
and lower energy
bills with COOL
paint finishes

Your Standards Are Our Standards

ACCREDITED AC 472

Varco Pruden Buildings leads the
industry in meeting or exceeding
the highest standards of testing and
certification.
Higher levels of accreditation
are earned through strenuous
testing and a commitment to
manufacturing excellence.
Architects, specifiers and
building owners rely on Varco
Pruden Buildings because we meet
the most comprehensive testing
and compliance standards in the
building system industry.
There’s more. US Army Corps
of Engineers, Miami-Dade County,
Underwriters Laboratories to name
a few. To see all the standards that
Varco Pruden meets or exceeds,
visit our website, www.vp.com/
About/Certifications.

For additional information, call 816-968-3656
or visit www.vpmetalroof.com
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